
A SYNNOPIS OF THE SUCCESSFUL MISSION OF APOLLO ELEVEN

Apollo 11 was the first mission to land a human on the Moon. Apollo Astronaut Edwin Aldrin Descends Steps of Lunar
Module Apollo Summary of Events.

Just a moment after he became the first human being to step onto the Moon, Armstrong had scooped a bit of
lunar dirt into a sample bag and put it in a pocket of his spacesuitâ€”a contingency sample, in the event the
astronauts had to leave suddenly without collecting rocks. So, it was a widely hated, enemy scientist, who
played one of the biggest roles in putting humanity beyond our planet. At am local time, the bright light of a
rocket began to glow on the horizon, slowly rising up into the sky. You knew when Deke and Alan showed up
at launch control that the flight crew was ready. They had been tested and tweaked and custom-tailored. It
came on: the Eagle had landed. As Grumman conceived the lunar module, it was a two-stage spacecraft; the
full ship would land on the Moon, but only the small upper stage and crew compartment would blast off from
the Moon and return the astronauts to the command module, in orbit. Kennedy in "American Moonshot: John
F. Next, they deployed the science experiments, including an instrument examining the solar wind and a
reflector which could be used to measure the distance between Earth and the Moon to within an accuracy of
centimetres. Interview: Apollo engineer Jack Clemons Feeling the weight of the world urging them to
complete the landing, mission controllers scrambled to reach a judgement on whether to abort. Astronaut
Michael Collins was in the command module orbiting the moon. In fact, I remember vividly them locking
down the Control Center. The question was how to sustain Apollo during what were clearly going to be years
of spending without years of excitement. I was standing on the edge of this swing arm looking out at this
rocket, and the [ocean] waves coming in quite a bit lower, and the sun gradually coming up, and it was really a
very lonely and yet private, peaceful moment before getting into that wondrous white machine that was going
to propel us off into history--we hoped. Prior to humans, several organisms including fruit flies, monkeys,
mice, dogs and rabbits have lost their lives to make way for human spaceflight but no living being had ever
gone to the Moon. The launch was televised live in 33 countries, with an estimated 25 million viewers in the
United States alone. Two orbits later a second lunar orbit insertion burn, also behind the moon, lasted for 17
seconds and dropped the vehicle into a circular orbit. Eleanor Foraker had supervised the women who sewed
the spacesuits, each painstakingly stitched by hand. The message was clear -- cosmos in its totality goes far
beyond the boundaries of any nation. Five hours prior to going behind the moon, we had a maneuver where
you could fly around the moon. There was no eloquence about space in them, the responses more dutiful than
enthusiastic. Armstrong, Michael Collins and Edwin E. And then finally the data comes in and we see the ,
and Jack [Garman] is yelling--I mean, almost literally yelling, "It's okay! Ten of the flight-ready lunar
modules Grumman built flew in space, and six of those landed on the Moon. But the abort target tries to get
you to a point that simplifies the rendezvous. Every one of those challenges was tackled and mastered between
May and July  It was nearly derailed by a catastrophe, and several heart-racing moments during the mission
could have ended it prematurely. So we understood that was an important component of our flight objectives.
The race to the Moon in the s was, in fact, a real race, motivated by the Cold War and sustained by politics. In
transearth coast only one of four planned midcourse corrections was required. Second was a service module
SM that assisted the CM with water, oxygen, fuel and electrical power. Everything is preplanned--it's like a
script in a play.


